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NATURE-PRINTED BUTTERFLItrS.

BY JANIES I-LETCHER, OTTAWA, ONT.

The season of warrn days, flowers and butterflies is over now, and the
'look-out is col<i, bleak and bare. Apparently there is little for the scien-
tific lover of nature to do in the way of coilections at this time of year ;such, however, is far from being actually the case, as all who have
collected will testify. It is, in fact, one of the busiest seasons for
collectors; all the treasures gathered during the summer months have to
be gone throttgh, In the first place, those known have to be taken ont
and sorted away into their proper places in the cabinet I the remainder
then have to be re-sorted and divided up into sets according to the
families to which they appear to belong, and after this they have to be
examined critically, and, if possible, identified. It freq'ently happens
that a collector of butterflies has an opportunity of capturing .'Lrg.
number of some local species in one day, and finds it inrpossible or irk-
some to set thern ail before they become too dry, as they will in a very
short time in hot weather. When they are once dry, too, one is apt to
think tha.t as they can get no worse, they may safely be p't aside until
some more convenient occasion, to be relaxed and set up; but this con-
venient occasion, like a good many others, is sornetimes very rong coming
and many valuable specimens are consequently thus lost.

An accident which occurred to the glass of one of the drawers of my
butterfly cabinet lately, rvas the means of reminding me of a process
shown me some years ago by a Captain Lloyd, of the English wavy. 'lit e
accidentfreferred to was the breaking of the cover of one of my cases
which contained some rare butterflies, in consequence of which it rvas
inrpossible to close the door of the cabinet tightly. My horror can be
better imagined than expressed when, upon opening the door and pulring
out this drawer, about a fbrtnight aiterwards. I found that there was not a
single perfect specimen in it ; a mouse l.rad got in, and what was once a
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neatly arranged case of butterflies was now nothing but a chaos of nibbled

bodies, loose wings, pins and labels. I had not the heart at first to throw

out these fragments, and so wipe out entirely the pleasing recollections

each brought up in my mind of rambles through the woods and in the

country, so carefully gathering up the wings I put them alvay in a little

box. The idea then strtick me of printing thern as I had seen my old

friend do then.r, and as I think it rvoLLld be a very convenient way for

I)ntomologists and Agriculturists to send butterflies for identification, when

spale duplicates are to be had, I am induced to send a description of the

nodus oiltrattdi :

'Iake the insect in yor-rr left hand, holding it beneath the thorax ; then

with a pair of sharply-pointed scissors cut off the wings as close to the

body as possible. Occasionally, unless the scissors are vcry sharp, sone
of the muscles are toin arvay from the thorax with the wings; these must

be carefully removed. Arrange the wings in pairs and put them with the

body on one side, in some convenient place r,here they may be easily got

at rvhen yori are ready for then. Now take a piece of white paperof the

size required, and fold it in trvo like a she et of note-paper ; tl.ren with a
camel-hair brush lay on a thin wash of perfectly clear gum-arabic, fold
dorvn tl.re upper half and pass the hand lightly over it so as to spread the

gum evenly between the two sides ; nol, re-open it, and taking up the

rvings with the tip of the brush, the lower ones first, arrange them care-

fully in the position wanted, leaving space.enough intervening between

the two pairs to paint in the body afterwards. Spare no pains in arranging

tlre rvings I this corresponds rvith " setting " for a" cabinet. I have seen

many good collections of insects, made by amateurs, rendered almost

ruseless by the rvant of a little thought on this point. The proper pcsition
for a butterfly to be set in is that u'hich it tahes u'hen sunning itself. Copy

nature and yoLl cannot go lvrong. \{rhen the wings are quite even, gently

fold don'n the upper half of the paper and put your specimen under a

heavi' weight, or in a press, until quite dry. I generally leave mine for

some honrs at least. \Vhen it is quite dry take it out and place it against

a rvindol pane so that the butterfly may be clearly defined against the

light. Norv very carefully dral a line with a black lead pencil roLind the

eclges of the rvings ; then lay it doivn on an even surface and pairlt with
clean water all over the part outside and up to the outline. After a few

minutes the u.ater will saturate the paper and dissolve the gum ; the two

sides rvill then separate easily, and this being done, it rvitl be found that
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on one side is a perfect representation of the upper side of the butterfly,on the opposite another of the under side, and loose between these aperfectly clear horny membrane ; the explanation of this is, the upper
ends of the scares are adhering to the gum and what rve now look at are
the lower ends or roots. When painting rvitir water, to dissolve the gum,great care rnust be taken not to ret it r.n over the outline on to the wings,or erse the scares will not adhere to the paper, but will remain on the
niembrane.

The work is not yet finished, however, a most important part has stillto be done. This is the f ing in of the body and antenn€ ; the easiest
way to do this is with a fine pen and some water-colors. place the bodyfrom rvhich the lvings rvere severed before you and copy it, taking par_tic'lar notice of any characteristic markings. as, foL instince, the cJlor of
the eyes, legs, or antenn€. lvhen finished cut it out with u pui, or-.nu.p
scrssors, paste it in an alburn, and rvrite a short description of its captu,re,
giving the date, locality and any other interesting circurnstances conn^ected
with it. r have found it is easier to put in the antenna after the prints are
gummed into the correction, as on account of their fragility'they are
dilficult to c't out neatly. shourd the colrector happen to re an u.,irr, u
most beautiful collecl.ion may be made in this 

'.ranner 
by painting pretty

designs r'vith flowers for each species and gumming tne butternii in in
natural positions I of course, too, its scientific 

'aiue 
wil be materialry

increased if those piants are introduced to which the insect is most
partial, and, when possible, a sketch of the larva and pupa is added.

The chief advantages of this process are : the ease with which it is
done; the great convenience with which the specimens are preserved or
transmitted through the post ibr identification or exchange; their greater
durability, for they will stand much rougher handling than specimei, pr"-
served in the ordinarl' rval'I and, more important than all these, the act
that if you have only one specimen yor can show both the upper and

'nder sides at once, and also the membranous skeleton of the wings,
which can thus be very easily examined and makes a beautiful object for
the microscope ; moreover- if you have onry an imperfect specimen, it is
possible to preserve a good likeness of it by filling in the wanting parts
with water-colors. Further, it does not matter how old you. ,p.Jirn"n,
are I I have some prints which I have taken trom butterflies collected in
rndia rnore than twenty years ago, which are quite as good as otherg
printed on the same day that the insects were caught here.




